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Resumen : Van der Waerden’s theorem states that every coloring of
the first n integers with r colours yields a monochromatic arithmetic
progression of length k ≥ 3. This has been extended by Szemerédi
who showed that such a progression already appears in any subset of
positive density. Besides being classical theorems with a long and rich
history, the two theorems remain very influential up to date.

After an introduction we will discuss two problems related to these
theorems. The first concerns the two notions of quasi-randomness
which are key in the combinatorial and the Fourier analytic proof of
Szemerédi’s theorem. With Aigner-Horev we show that these rather
different looking notions are indeed equivalent.

Further, we will consider the problem of proving van der Waerden’s
theorem in a sparse random subset of the ground set. Consider [n]p, the
random subset of the first n integers obtained by picking each element
with probability p independently. Rödl and Ruciński showed that, with
probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity, the conclusion of van
der Waerden’s theorem already holds for [n]p provided p >> n−1/(k−1),
whereas the conclusion fails if p << n−1/(k−1). With Friedgut, Person,
and Schacht we improve this result in the setting of Z/nZ and show
that the change in the behavior already occurs within a multiplicative
constant of (1 + o(1)), hence establishing a sharp threshold for the van
der Waerden property.



The main purpose of the talk is to give an introduction into several
questions and recent developments in extremal combinatorics/additive
number theory. No prior experience required!
http://seminarioaritmeticaygeometria.wordpress.com/
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